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Abstract – Traditional harmonic current detection 

methods track all harmonic contents of the load and the 

control tuning tends to be complex with low flexibility. 

However, several applications require a harmonic detector 

method able to track the higher load harmonic current. 

This work analysis three harmonic detector methods: Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT), Iterative Discrete Fourier 

Transform (IDFT) and based on Second Order 

Generalized Integrator (SOGI-PLL) structure. All 

methods are applied in an adaptive current harmonic 

control strategy applied in multifunctional single-phase 

photovoltaic inverter. Simulation results show that the 

IDFT method is faster and more accurate in the harmonic 

detection than the SOGI-PLL based method. However, 

SOGI-PLL structure is more robust during grid voltage 

frequency fluctuation. 

 

Keywords – Discrete Fourier transform, harmonic 

current detector, harmonic compensation, second order 

generalized integrator.  

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Nowadays the power system is experiencing an increase in 

the number of non-linear loads at all levels of supply. 
Harmonic components can increase the power-system losses, 
damage sensitive loads, cause excessive heating in rotating 
machinery, create interference in communication systems, 
generating noise in regulating devices and control systems [1]. 

The active power filter (APF) is considered a very 
promising approach to control harmonic pollution [2]. In APF, 
firstly, the harmonic current components of the load are 
detected, and secondly these currents are cancelled. Thus, the 
performance of the APF depends strongly on the detecting 
method. Several algorithms for harmonic analysis and 
frequency estimation have been proposed in the literature, 
based on Discrete Fourier Transform [3], [4], [5], Kalman 
filter [3], p-q Theory [3], Adaptive Notch Filter [1], Second 
order generalized integrator [6], Modulation-function integral 
observer [7], Wavelet [8], Neural Network [9], [10] and Fuzzy 
[11]. 

The detectors can be analyzed by several characteristics, 
such as, required measurements (���), response time, steady 
state accuracy, selective harmonic compensation, single and 
three-phase application, need for synchronous sampling, 

computational consumption time, estimation of the dc offset, 
circularity of fundamental and inter-harmonics effects [7]. 

In [6] was proposed a novel adaptive current harmonic 
control strategy applied in multifunctional single-phase 
photovoltaic inverters with proportional multi-resonant 
controller, which requires a harmonic detector capable of 
tracking the higher harmonic component. The detector 
proposed by [6] consists in a cascade association of two phase-
locked loop based on second order generalized integrator 
(SOGI-PLL), this detector combines features that meet this 
application.  

Other detectors can be applied to solve this problem, such 
as detectors based on the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). 
Differently of the SOGI-PLL, DFT method needs to estimate 
several harmonics, and then, compare one each other to 
determine which is the largest harmonic component. 

This paper compares three harmonic detector methods: two 
based on DFT and one based on SOGI-PLL. All methods are 
applied in a single-phase photovoltaic inverter to harmonic 
current compensation. 

This work is organized as follow. In Section II the harmonic 
current detections methods are described, and in Section III 
these methods are compared. In Section IV the case study and 
the preliminary results are described. Finally, conclusions are 
stated in Section V. 

 
II. HARMONIC DETECTION METHODS 

 
A. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is a mathematical 
transformation of discrete signals which gives both amplitude 
and phase information of the desired harmonic [12]. 

The DFT method requires the current measurement and can 
be applied in both single or in three phase systems. If the 
current is continuously sampled, the harmonic components 
can be obtained using the point by point 
window sliding DFT algorithm with the latest �-sampled 
current signal. 

The DFT requires a coherent sampling, which refers to a 

certain relationship between grid frequency (��	
�), sampling 

frequency (�), number of cycles in the sampled signal 
(������) and number of samples (�), related by: 

��	
�� = �������  .                                 (1) 



 

 

The sampling frequency (�) must be a multiple of the grid 

frequency (��	
�). This ensures that the information of the 

fundamental and harmonic components are contained within 
the DFT bins, avoiding spectral leakage. 

The ��	
� is a constant and � depends of the � and ��
���  

chosen. For higher � larger memory and computational 
efforts are required to ensure a real-time application. On the 
other hand, lower  � increases the problems with aliasing and 
decrease the range of harmonics that can be analyzed. 

Higher ������  requires larger computational memory, and  

slower transient response. However, the detector is more 
robust in the presence of noise or inter-harmonics. For a faster 

DFT dynamic, normally ������ = 1 is chosen.  

In a discrete-time current signal �[�], the DFT is applied on 
the window of the last �-samples, defined as: 

���[�] = � �[� + � − �]!"#$%�& '&

'()
= ��!#∅ ,        (2) 

where, 0 ≤ ℎ ≤ �/2 is the order of the harmonic, ���[�] is the ℎ1� current harmonic complex expectral component, �� and ∅ 

is the magnitude and the angle of the ℎ1� current harmonic, 
respectively. 

Once the harmonics are detected and the higher harmonic 
is identified, it is just a matter of reconstruction back in time-
domain to create the compensation signal for the controller: 

��234[�] = 2� 5!6��234!#(∅234)7 .                (3) 

 

A.1 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

 

The window sliding DFT can be performed with the Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm since the number of 
samples (�) is a regular power of 2. The FFT provides a whole 

spectrum and reduce the total number of calculations from �$ 
to �9:;$� [12]. The scheme of the detector is shown in the 
Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  DFT harmonic extraction scheme. 

The FFT block receives the last �-samples and provide the 
whole spectrum to the MAX block, which is responsible for 
comparing the magnitude of all harmonics and return the 
signal of higher amplitude and your angular frequency. 

 
 

A.2 Iterative Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) 

 

Sliding window iterative discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) 
algorithm has been widely applied in real problems, due to its 
simple implementation and good real-time performance [13]. 
The main idea of sliding window iteration is using the latest 
real-time sampling data to detect the harmonic current, 
removing the first sampling data [5].  

Every time that a new sample is added to the window the 
first sample of the old window is removed to keep the size 
fixed in N samples, as can be seen in Fig. 2: 

 
old <[= − >] <[= − > + ?] … <[= − @] <[= − ?]  

new  <[= − > + ?] <[= − > + @] … <[= − ?] <[=] 
Fig. 2.  Iterative discrete Fourier transform considering the addition 
of a new point. 

The only differences between the old and the new window 
are the first and the last samples, but all the other samples are 
the same. The DFT equation for the old and the new window 
can be expressed as: 

���[� − 1] = �[� − �]!"#$%�)& + �[� − � + 1]!"#$%�$&
+ �[� − 1]!"#$%�&&   .                                (4) 

���[�] = �[� − � + 1]!"#$%�)& + ⋯ + �[� − 1]!"#$%�(&"))&
+ �[�]!"#$%�&&  .                                     (5) 

Thus, 

���[�] = !#$%�& ���[� − 1] + �[�] − �[� − �].                      (6) 
According to the Euler's formula, the above sliding DFT 

equation can be expanded as: 

���[�] = EF:G H2Iℎ� J − KG�� H2Iℎ� JL M5!M���[� − 1]N
+ K�OM���[� − 1]N + �[�] − �[� − �]N. (7) 

Thus, the real and imaginary part of the spectrum point can 
be derived from (7) as: 

5!M���[�]N = 5!M���[� − 1]NF:G H2Iℎ� J  
+�OM���[� − 1]N G�� H2Iℎ� J + �[�]

− �[� − �].           
(8) 

 

�OM���[�]N = �OM���[� − 1]N F:G H2Iℎ� J
− 5!M���[� − 1]NG�� H2Iℎ� J.      

(9) 

 
Equations (8) and (9) can be expressed by the structure 

shown in the Fig. 3. 
The complete detector is shown in the Fig. 4. For each 

harmonic in the output there is one structure, as shown in Fig. 
3, that provide the complex harmonic component to the MAX 
block. 

 



 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Structure of the real sliding iterative DFT. 

This method does not require reconstruction, once the 
harmonic current can be directly obtained, as show the Fig. 3. 
Additionally, this method has the advantage to allow 
selectable subset detection harmonic between the second and 
the N/2, for example, the lower odd harmonics set. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Iterative DFT harmonic extraction scheme. 

B. Harmonic Current Detector Based on SOGI-PLL 

 

In this section, the single-phase representation of the 
harmonic current detection method based on SOGI-PLL is 
addressed. This current detector structure is shown in Fig. 5 
(a) and it is based on a cascaded SOGI-PLL structure [14] [6], 
as represented in Fig. 5 (b). The idea of this method takes 
advantage of the interaction between the SOGI adaptive filter, 
whose its bandwidth only depends on the gain k [14] [15], and 
the SRF-PLL, whose its transfer function is given by [16]: 

T�(G)T
U(G) = VW,W��G + V
,W��G$ + VW,W��G+V
,W�� ,                       (10) 

where T�  and T
U are the output and input phase angle, 

respectively. VW,W�� and V
,W��  are the PI controller gains. The 

expression shown in (10) is a standard second order transfer 

function. It is defined VW,W�� = 2XYU and V
,W�� = ωU$ , where X 

is the damping factor and YU = 2I�U is the SRF-PLL natural 
frequency [16]. 

The input current �[(\), as shown in Fig. 5, is a signal 
composed of all frequency components from the load current. 
The aim of the first stage is to detect the load fundamental 
current component �)(\). The SOGI-PLL structure of this 
stage extracts the amplitude �), frequency Y) and phase angle T) informations of the fundamental component. Low-pass 
filters (LPF) in the amplitude and frequency detection are 
important to avoid the influence of the harmonic components 

that the SOGI-PLL bandwidth can not suppress. This signal is 
reconstructed, represented by �)(\) and subtracted from the 
input current. The resulting signals are the harmonic 
components presented in the load current, as suggested by the 
following equation: 

 
Fig. 5.  (a) Current harmonic detection method based on SOGI-PLL. 
(b) General structure of SOGI-PLL. 

�[(\) =  � ��(\)U

�($
                               (11) 

The second stage consists to detect the predominant 
harmonic component present in the load current (11). The 
amplitude, frequency and phase angle informations are 
extracted. The current signal is reconstructed ][̃(\) and sent to 
the control loop to perform the harmonic compensation of this 
predominant load harmonic current.  

The frequency of the detected harmonic is used as feedback 
to tune the resonant controller. In this case, only two resonant 
controllers are needed, the first one controlling the 
fundamental current and the second one, controlling the 
predominant load harmonic current component [6].  
 

III. STRATEGIES COMPARISON 
 
In this section a comparison of the load harmonic current 

detection methods is done: the first one in the time domain 
strategy (SOGI-PLL) and the other two in frequency domain 
(DFT and IDFT). Both strategies are designed to detect the 
load harmonic current component of higher amplitude, 
making possible the selective harmonic compensation. 

For this comparison, two disturbances are applied on the 
system. The first one is a change in the load current harmonic 
content. The second one is a frequency fluctuation, in the 
range of 1Hz in the fundamental frequency. The current 
spectra of the loads used in this study are shown in Fig. 6. The 
load 1 has a 5th harmonic component of 10A, a 7th harmonic 
component of 5A and a 11th harmonic component of 3A. The 
load 2 has a 5th harmonic component of 3A, a 7th harmonic 
component of 10A and a 11th harmonic component of 5A. In 
the load 2 and 3, the harmonic components are multiples of 
60Hz. The load 3 has the same harmonic amplitudes of the 
load 2 but its harmonic components are multiples of 61Hz. 



 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Current spectra of the loads (a) load 1 (b) load 2 and load 3. 

In Fig. 7 is shown the beginner of the detection process. In 
this time, the 5th harmonic component of the load 1 is detected 
by both methods. Note that the DFT and IDFT have a faster 
response than the SOGI-PLL based method for tracking the 
5th harmonic component. In five cycles of 300 Hz, the DFT 
detects the 5th harmonic current component. The SOGI-PLL 
based method leads fifty cycles of 300Hz for tracking the same 
current.  

 
Fig. 7.  The 5th harmonic component detection of the load 1. (a) 
General overview. (b) Transient response. (c) Steady state response. 

This can be explained because there are three stages in the 
SOGI-PLL and each one is responsible to detect each 
harmonic component of the load current. For this reason, the 
stages are turned on cascading. Additionally there are the own 
dynamics of each stage. In steady state, the two strategies have 
a similar performance with a slight delay in the SOGI-PLL 
based method signal. It is possible to observe that the DFT and 
IDFT have an identical performance with higher detection 
accuracy. 

In Fig. 8 is shown the 7th harmonic component detection 
of the load 2 using all methods. Again, the DFT has a faster 
response than the SOGI-PLL based method for tracking this 

harmonic. In steady state, the two strategies have a similar 
performance with a slight delay in the SOGI-PLL based. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  The 7th harmonic component detection of the load 2. (a) 
General overview. (b) Transient response. (c) Steady state response. 

In Fig. 9 is shown the 7th harmonic component detection 
of the load 3 using the both methods. However, it is important 
to remind now that it is 7th harmonic component multiple of 
61Hz. The DFT window is still set for the 60hz component 
and its multiples. 

As a result, there is a lag in its detected harmonic signal. 
The SOGI-PLL based method adapts dynamically and can 
tracking the new signal. With this study, it can be concluded 
that DFT based method is faster and more accurate in the 
harmonic detection than SOGI-PLL based method, however, 
it may differ in detection during a fluctuation of the grid 
voltage frequency. The dynamic error of both methods in the 
harmonic detection during this study are shown in Fig. 10. 

 
IV. CASE STUDY 

In this section, a case study is performed comparing the 
selective harmonic current compensation using the harmonic 
current detection strategies SOGI-PLL and DFT. These 
methods are applied in a three-phase grid-connected 
photovoltaic system. In this way, if the power generation of 
the photovoltaic system is below its nominal, this system can 
be used for harmonic current compensation of nonlinear loads 
connected at the point of common coupling. The nominal 
power of the system is 5kW. 

It is used a solar array with 1 strings composed of 
20 modules of 250 W in series connection. The simulation was 
implemented in PLECS and Matlab environments. 

 



 

 

 
Fig. 9.  The 7th harmonic component detection of the load 3. (a) 
General overview. (b) Transient response. (c) Steady state response. 

 
Fig. 10.  The dynamic error of both methods in the harmonic 
detection during this study. (a) SOGI-PLL based method error. (b) 
DFT and IDFT based method error. 

The photovoltaic inverter control strategy is composed of 
an outer loop responsible for controlling the dc bus voltage, 
the controller used in this loop is a proportional-integrator 
(PI). Furthermore, there is an inner loop responsible for 
controlling the inverter current, the controller used in this loop 
is a proportional multi-resonant. It is important to note that the 
harmonic detector strategies approached in this work are 
capable to tune, dynamically, the resonant controller, because 
they also detect the frequency of the harmonic of higher 
amplitude to be compensated. 

The nonlinear loads in this case study are the same shown 
in Fig. 6. Initially, the spectrum of the load connected in the 
PCC is represented by the Fig. 6 (a). The harmonic 
compensation is turned on in 0.6 seconds and the 5th harmonic 
is detected by both strategies. Fig. 11 shows the grid current. 
Note a grid current waveform improvement after 0.6 seconds 
and the faster response of the DFT and IDFT in relation to the 
SOGI-PLL. In steady state, the SOGI-PLL strategy ensures a 
grid current THD equal to 43.94% and DFT ensures 43.64%. 

In 1.2 seconds, the harmonic current content of the load 
current changes and now the 7th harmonic has higher 
amplitude, as shown in Fig. 6 (b). Fig. 12 shows the grid 
current around of this time. Note over again the faster response 
of the DFT and IDFT in relation to the SOGI-PLL. In steady 
state, the SOGI-PLL strategy ensures a grid current THD 
equal to 44.42% and DFT ensures 43.75%. 

 
Fig. 11.  Grid current waveform details around 0.6 seconds. (a) 
SOGI-PLL based method. (c) DFT and IDFT based method. 

Tabela 1 - Total harmonic distortion of the Grid current. 
 SOGI-PLL DFT and IDFT 

t<0.6 87.77% 87.77% 

0.6<t<1.2 43.94% 43.64% 

1.2 <t<1.8 44.42% 43.75% 

t>1.8 44.00% 56.22% 

 
Fig. 12.  Grid current waveform details around 1.2 seconds. (a) 
SOGI-PLL based method. (c) DFT and IDFT based method. 

In 1.8 seconds, the fundamental frequency of the grid 
voltage changes from 60Hz to 61Hz, this fact changes the load 
current frequency. Fig. 13 shows the grid current around of 
this time. In this time, note that the error in the detection using 
the DFT based method causes a worsening in the grid current 
waveform in relation to the SOGI-PLL based method. 



 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Grid current waveform details around 1.8 seconds. (a) 
SOGI-PLL based method. (c) DFT and IDFT based method. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This work presented a comparison between three current 
harmonic detection methods. Two of them based on the DFT, 
and one based on the SOGI-PLL method. The method based 
on DFT are faster and more accurate in the harmonic detection 
than the SOGI-PLL based method. However, if variations in 
the grid frequency happened, it may cause problems in the 
methods based on Fourier transform. 

All methods are used in a PV inverter, in order to 
compensate the load harmonic current, reducing the grid 
current THD. Partial results showed that DFT methods 
presented problem to be used in PV inverters during variation 
in the grid frequency, increasing the grid current distortion. 
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